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Abstract. Many companies use rush orders in production to meet the heteroge-
neous delivery times customers demand. Rush orders receive high priority in pro-
duction and thereby achieve short throughput times. In the context of sequence-
dependent setup times, the throughput time of rush orders can be much higher as 
they have to wait on their respective setup family. This paper presents two dif-
ferent strategies for accelerating rush orders at workstations with sequence-de-
pendent setup times and shows their influence on the throughput time. 
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1 Introduction 

Companies react to customers demanding delivery times that are lower than standard 
throughput times by prioritizing rush orders in sequencing [1]. Nevertheless, the            
acceleration of rush orders leads to a delay of standard orders [2, 3]. Trzyna therefore 
recommends a maximum of 30% rush orders in a job shop production [1]. 
 In case of a maximum acceleration, the waiting time of rush orders is only deter-
mined by the remaining operation time of the preceding order and – if another rush 
order is in queue – this previous rush order’s operation time [1]. Trzyna’s model works 
well if setup times are independent from the sequence in which orders are processed. 
Nevertheless, setup times often depend on which order has been processed before [4]. 
In this case, it is common practice to bundle orders in setup families and to define a 
repetitive pattern for their cyclic production. A changeover between orders within a 
family requires only minor setup efforts, while the changeover between orders of dif-
ferent setup families causes major setup efforts [5]. As an example, the setup times in 
the production of abrasive papers have strong sequence-dependencies as a changeover 
from coarse- to fine-grained paper requires extensive cleaning of up to several hours 
whereas the changeover from fine- to coarse-grained paper can be undertaken within a 
few minutes. 

Companies then have to decide whether a rush order shall be processed immediately 
or whether it has to wait until its respective setup family is processed within the setup 
cycle. A short throughput time of rush orders and a high productivity at the workstation 
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by saving as many major setup efforts as possible are therefore conflicting targets when 
rush orders are integrated in a setup cycle.  

This paper is structured in four sections. After this introduction, we present the cur-
rent state of research, on which the model presented in section three is based. The last 
section gives a brief summary of the paper and an outlook on planned research. 

2 Current State of Research 

2.1 Modeling Throughput Time 

The throughput time is one of the internal logistic objectives and can be analyzed on 
two different levels: the order throughput time and the operation throughput time. The 
time between an order’s release to the production and its completion is referred to as 
the order throughput time. It summarizes the throughput times of all operations and has 
often a large share in the delivery time, which is one of the external logistic objectives 
perceived by the customers [5]. 

The operation throughput time is defined as the time between the end of the previous 
operation’s processing and the end of the operation’s processing. Wiendahl introduces 
the throughput element to describe an order’s throughput at a workstation (Fig. 1). The 
inter-operation time comprises the post-process waiting time, the transport time and the 
pre-process waiting time. The setup and processing times are summarized as the oper-
ation time. Accordingly, the throughput time can also be calculated as the sum of inter-
operation and operation time [6]. 

 

Fig. 1. Operation related throughput element [6] 

The operation time of an order is indicated in shop calendar days which is the quotient 
of the work content and the maximum possible output rate of the workstation. This is 
necessary to define how much of the workstation’s capacity is occupied by the order 
[7]: 
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where TOP is the operation time (SCD), WC the work content (h), ROUTmax the       
maximum possible output rate (h/SCD), LS the lot size (units), tp the processing time 
(min/unit), tsu the setup time (min) and TP the lot processing time (min). 

2.2 Modeling the Throughput Time of Rush Orders 

Assuming that rush orders are processed with the highest priority, Trzyna develops a 
model for rush order throughput times. In his model the inter-operation time only con-
sists of the pre-process waiting time as rush orders are transported preferentially and 
transportation times can therefore be neglected. In this case, the inter-operation time 
equals the mean remaining operation time of the previously processed order. Thus, the 
mean throughput time of rush orders is the sum of the mean remaining operation time 
of the preceding order and the rush order’s operation time [1]: 

 TTPm,rush=TOPm,rush+TOPm,rem,prec (3) 

where TTPm,rush is the mean throughput time of rush orders (SCD), TOPm,rush the mean 
operation time of rush orders (SCD) and TOPm,rem,prec the mean remaining operation 
time of the preceding order (SCD). 

However, equation 3 is only valid if no other rush order is in the waiting queue of 
the workstation at the moment of arrival. 

3 Modeling the Throughput Time of Rush Orders due to Setup 
Cycles 

3.1 Accelerating Rush Orders in Setup Cycles 

A simple and often applied sequencing rule with sequence-dependent setup times in job 
shop production is class exhaustion [8]. Class exhaustion means that orders of a setup 
family (or setup class) are produced until no further order of this family is left in the 
queue. The decision, which family is processed next, can be fixed by a repetitive pattern 
similar to the levelling of assembly lines (e. g. setup family A – setup family B – setup 
family C). The aim of this strategy is to save as many major setup efforts as possible. 
Both output rate and sequence deviations reached by this sequencing rule can be deter-
mined [9, 10]. 

If a rush order arrives at a workstation with sequence-dependent setups, two general 
strategies may be distinguished. Strategy 1 is the maximum acceleration of the order. 
Independent from whether the workstation is currently setup for the rush order’s family 
or not, this order is the next to be processed even though there are still orders of the 
currently processed family in queue. Afterwards, the setup cycle will be continued ac-
cording to the fixed pattern. Strategy 2 is to wait on the setup family and only to accel-
erate rush orders within their families. Both strategies have different influences on 
throughput times, which will be explained in the following section. For an initial as-
sessment, we focus on the maximum and minimum possible throughput time of rush 
orders caused by these strategies. 
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3.2 Modeling the Influence of Setup Cycles on the Throughput Time of Rush 
Orders 

Setup cycles influence the throughput time of rush orders. Fig. 2 shows the most im-
portant parameters. The following models are based on the assumption that both the 
mean setup cycle time and the mean operation time of setup families is known. Please 
see our preliminary studies for a deeper focus on their calculation [9]. Furthermore, we 
assume a negligible low probability of concurrency between rush orders as their per-
centage is below 30% [1]. 

 

Fig. 2. Main parameters of building setup cycles 

Independent from the sequencing rule, the minimum throughput time is determined by 
the operation time with minor setup effort when the workstation is already setup for the 
rush order’s setup family and the preceding order has just been finished processing  
meaning the waiting time equals zero: 

 TTPmin,rush=TOP  (4) 

where TTPmin,rush is the minimum throughput time of rush orders (SCD) and TOP− the 
operation time with minor setup (SCD). 

The maximum possible throughput time differs for both strategies, as they influence 
the waiting time. If a rush order is maximally accelerated, the worst case scenario would 
be that the rush order will wait during the whole processing of the first order of a setup 
family requiring a major setup. If the preceding order has been of a different setup 
family, another major setup is required for the rush order. So for the strategy of a      
maximum acceleration, the maximum throughput time would equal twice the operation 
time with major setups: 

 TTPmax,rush,ma=2·TOP+ (5) 

where TTPmax,rush,ma is the maximum throughput time of rush orders when maximally 
accelerated (SCD) and TOP+ the operation time with major setup (SCD).  

Simulation runs have shown that 98-99% of all rush orders had a lower throughput 
time than the prognosed possible maximum. Higher throughput times result if the un-
likely event of two rush orders present in the waiting queue happens and these orders 
therefore concur for the resources. 
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When the rush order has to wait on its setup family, the worst case would be that it 
arrives when the workstation has just started processing the setup family following right 
after the rush order’s family. Thus, the rush order has to wait until its own family is 
processed, which equals the length of a setup cycle time less the operation time of the 
rush order’s family. As the rush order is prioritized within its setup family, it will be 
the first to be processed and therefore requires a major setup. The maximum throughput 
time of a rush order waiting on the setup family is: 

 TTPmax,rush,ws=TSC-TOPi+TOP+ (6) 

where TTPmax,rush,ws is the maximum throughput time of rush orders when waiting on 
their setup family (SCD), TOPi the operation time of the rush order’s setup family i 
(SCD) and TOP+ the operation time with major setup (SCD). 

Simulation runs have shown that 95-100% of rush orders had a throughput time 
lower than the prognosed maximum. Obviously, the standard deviation of the through-
put time is much higher when the rush order has to wait on its setup family compared 
to its maximum acceleration. Nevertheless, both strategies have advantages and disad-
vantages in terms of their influence on logistic objectives, which will be discussed in 
the following section. 

3.3 Influence of Rush Order Acceleration in a Setup Cycle on Logistic 
Objectives 

Maximum acceleration. Fig. 3a) shows the results of a simulated workstation with 
sequence-dependent setup times and a maximum acceleration of rush orders. The box 
plots depict both rush and standard order throughput times for two different rush order 
percentages. When rush orders are maximally accelerated, the advantage is that their 
throughput time can be extremely lowered compared to standard orders. Nevertheless, 
the standard orders’ throughput times are extremely scattering with a maximum of 48 
or 190 SCD respectively. The 95th percentiles are also very high compared to the 75th 
percentile (15 and 29 SCD) and thereby support the findings. 

With a high rush order percentage of 30%, the setup cycle is more often interrupted 
than with 5%, which means that a lower number of jobs is bundled. This leads to two 
different effects on the logistic objectives of the workstation: The first effect is that both 
the median and the third quartile of the standard orders’ throughput time is lower than 
with 5% rush orders since standard orders do not have to wait that long on their setup 
family. However, as the setup cycle is not fixed by a repetitive pattern but by the arrival 
of rush orders, the range of the upper 25% of throughput times is very wide. The second 
effect of a lower amount of bundled jobs is that less setup efforts are saved and thus, 
the output rate is reduced. In the simulation experiment a maximum acceleration with 
30% rush orders leads to a loss of 8% output rate compared to the simulation with 5% 
rush orders. If this is not considered in capacity planning, this strategy would lead to a 
systematic backlog at the respective workstation.  

Additional simulation experiments have been conducted to evaluate the influence of 
different setup family sizes on the throughput time of rush orders. Fig. 3c) shows the 
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results for the strategy of a maximum acceleration. Although the three setup families 
can be differentiated in high (family A and B) and low volume (family C) families, 
their percentages do not influence the throughput time of rush orders. A rush order of 
setup family C can be accelerated to the same extent as a rush order of family A. 

 

Fig. 3. Box plots of throughput time due to rush order acceleration in setup cycles 

Waiting on the setup family. Fig 3b) displays the simulation results of a workstation 
with sequence-dependent setup times and rush orders that are only accelerated within 
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their families. Again, the box plots depict both the throughput times of rush and stand-
ard orders for two different rush order percentages. The main disadvantage of this ac-
celeration strategy becomes apparent at first glance: rush orders are still accelerated but 
their throughput time scatters almost to the same extent as the standard order throughput 
time. Again, the 95th percentile equals similar high values as the maximum throughput 
times (8 and 9 SCD). Nevertheless, the advantage of this strategy is that neither a sys-
tematic backlog is induced nor are the throughput times of standard orders that severely 
affected. As the rush order percentage has only little influence on the distribution of 
throughput times, another advantage of the strategy is its universal applicability. 

Fig. 3d) shows the influence of this strategy on the throughput time of rush orders if 
setup family percentages are very inhomogeneous. A high setup family percentage 
leads to high setup family sizes and thus to high operation times. According to equation 
6, the higher the operation time of a setup family is, the lower is the potential maximum 
throughput time of rush orders. Rush orders of setup family A receive the highest ac-
celeration as the probability is very high that this family is currently processed when 
the rush order arrives. In contrast, rush orders of the low volume variant C have to wait 
for a long time until family C is processed. This causes a high median of throughput 
times and also high deviations from the mean. 

Recommendations. The strategy of a maximum acceleration leads to very low 
throughput times of rush orders but highly scattering throughput times of standard or-
ders. Furthermore, rush orders make a logistic positioning between a high output rate 
and a low sequence deviation almost impossible as they generate high turbulences in 
sequencing. An application of this strategy is only reasonable if the rush order percent-
age is low, if the acceleration of rush orders is a crucial logistic target and if there is 
enough capacity available to make up for additional setup efforts. 

The strategy to wait on the setup family has the advantage of accelerating rush orders 
without affecting the throughput of standard orders. Furthermore, the productivity is 
not affected by rush orders which limits this strategy’s applicability not to a low rush 
order percentage. If percentages of setup families are highly diverging, this strategy 
causes high mean and highly scattering throughput times for rush orders belonging to 
low volume families.  

To sum up, if a workstation has sequence-dependent setup times companies should 
thoroughly weigh the rush order prioritization up against increasing productivity by 
setup-optimized sequencing. 

4 Summary and Outlook 

This paper explains the influence of setup cycles on the throughput time of rush orders. 
Two different strategies to accelerate rush orders within setup cycles have been inves-
tigated. The first strategy is to immediately change to a rush order’s setup family after 
finishing the currently processed order. This strategy enables the highest acceleration 
while resulting in high setup efforts and scattering throughput times of standard orders. 
The second strategy is to wait on the rush order’s setup family according to the regular 
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setup cycle and to only accelerate orders within their family. The advantage of this 
strategy is that neither setup efforts nor throughput times of standard orders are cru-
cially affected.  

Companies should be aware of the target conflict between setup efforts and rush 
order throughput time when deciding how to accelerate rush orders with sequence-de-
pendent setup times. Individual decisions depending on the importance of the respec-
tive rush order or a hybrid strategy with a minimum amount of bundled jobs in setup 
families before changing to the rush order’s family are also possible but not yet inves-
tigated. 

Future research will focus on the probability of the minimum and maximum through-
put times modelled in this paper to enable companies to calculate reliable throughput 
times. Furthermore, for the strategy of an immediate changeover the probability of an 
interruption of the setup cycle depending on the rush order percentage shall be investi-
gated to assess additional setup efforts. In the end, it is planned to propose a suitable 
acceleration strategy for rush orders depending on their percentage and setup times.  

The authors would like to thank Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) for fund-
ing the project “Development and implementation of a production planning and control 
for rush orders in the industrial application” (LO 858/16-1). 
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